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Dual SIM Phones and the Virtual Office
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Telecommuting and remote offices are catching on pretty fast and dual SIM phones are helping
this transition, CRM office solutions, call forwarding services, netbooks, Voip calls etc Central
offices and headquarters are necessary now for physical collaboration, meetings with
departments and work groups otherwise meetings and webinars can be conducted online. Stay
connected to your global virtual office and private calls on two separate SIMs with 2 different
numbers. Distinguish your work and business number from a social number. Having the
business number for work, office and business related calls. And use the social number for
acquaintances, social network contacts. With the networks neck to neck with "specials" and
tariff plans, take advantage of the face-off with a dual SIM phone and choose which ever tariff or
freebie is suitable for you without swapping SIM cards or managing multiple handsets. Cruise
freely between cell phone networks and using the best voice plan day or night never mind the
escape from exorbitant roaming charges when you travel abroad by purchasing a local SIM
card and inserting in second SIM for cheap communication in foreign territory while leaving your
"home" SIM card in one SIM so there is no break in communication from home and people that
need to reach you while you overseas. Just in case you asking yourself "what's the big deal, I
can use 2 phones anyway" Well maybe you should ask yourself what happens when you have
more than 2 SIM cards, will that mean 3 or more cell phones on you?

Never Leave Your Home Country Without A Dual Sim Phone!

The procedure is pretty simple, before you leave your home country activate your roaming
service on your home SIM card, now when you get to your destination country purchase a local
SIM and insert in second SIM slot in your dual SIM phone and you good to go! Calls and SMS
on home SIM card will come through as if you are still in your home country, you may choose to
not receive the call and instead call back with a VOIP call service or reply by text message.
Remember you are only charged by your cell phone network service provider when you
actually receive a call, make a call or send a text message. Receiving text messages are free.
When you are back in home country you are free to use 2 different SIM cards either from the
same cell phone network or different cell phone networks and enjoy competitive tariff for voice
and data.
The WIKI dual SIM phone works on any GSM network anywhere in the world.
Stay connected to your office from anywhere on the globe and private calls on two separate
SIMs with 2 different numbers. Distinguish your work and business number from a social
number. Having the business number for work, office and business related calls. And use the
social number for acquaintances, social network contacts.
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